A Celebration of 60 years as a member of the MIT faculty

Symposium to Honor Professor Edward W. Merrill ’47

Friday, May 14th, 2010
10:00AM to 4:00PM
Gilliland Auditorium (66-110)
with Luncheon in Walker Lounge (66-201)

Professor Emeritus Edward W. Merrill is a pioneer in the field of biomedical engineering. Join the Chemical Engineering Department as we celebrate his six decades of research and teaching excellence. Speakers include former students, colleagues and current researchers who today continue to build upon his legacy of work in polymer synthesis, physical chemistry and biomaterials.

Speakers:
- Nicholas Peppas ’73, UT Austin
- Allan Hoffman ’57, Washington
- Paula Hammond ‘84, MIT
- Michael Sefton ’74, Toronto
- Robert Langer ’74, MIT
- David Tirrell ’74, CalTech
- Robert Cohen, MIT
- Paula Hammond ’84, MIT
- Paula Hammond ’84, MIT
- Robert Langer ’74, MIT
- David Tirrell ’74, CalTech
- Robert Cohen, MIT
- Clark Colton ’69, MIT

For a full schedule, go to http://web.mit.edu/cheme/news/merrill.html